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Blake's place in painting by any comparative canons
since both as a man and as an artist he is unique,
mysterious, exasperating and profound. From his earli-
est childhood he showed visionary qualities; at the age
of four he cried because he saw the Face of God looking
in at the window; at seven he revealed an extraordinary
talent for foretelling the future and throughout his life
he soared in a plane of mysticism to which few earthly
beings could aspire. Those who attribute his visions to
sheer madness are as unreflective as those who say that
there is no more in the art of painting than the daubing
of pigment upon canvas, and yet those who can share
in his personal communion with the Saints and Pro-
phets must indeed be possessed of a sense which is given
only to a few.
As a poet, Blake can be either naively simple or
incomparably elaborate and only the most constant
scholars can hope to follow all the way the golden
thread of his Prophetic Books. As a painter he is no less
difficult, but although few of us can partake of his
philosophy, all should be able to appreciate his colour
and delight in his genius for translating thoughts into
thrilling, elastic lines which seem to twist and writhe
with an uncanny life.
Those who wish to study Blake should repair at once
to Millbank, where a whole room is devoted to his art;
but in the National Gallery we have less opportunity
to exploit our taste and we have to take his work as
we find it. The Procession from Calvary (No. 1164)
is far from being Blake's best work and the colouring is
irritatingly anaemic. The line, however, is character-
istically felicitous and even the body of the dead Christ
seems instinct with hidden life—a life, indeed, which
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